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Alternate title

  An NSF-funded exercise in murphy’s law

This material is based upon work supported by the National 
Science Foundation under Grant #1129682.  Any opinions, 

findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this 
material are those of the authors and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. 



Helping Students 
Succeed
  3-year NSF Grant focused on improving job 

placement rates for STEM students with 
Disabilities using soft skills training

  Proposal to NSF RDE Program in fall 2011, �
Project start January 2012, �
Planned project end December 2014, �
Actual project end???

  Four original PIs: M, K, L, J



Employment gap

  STEM majors with disabilities are less 
likely to gain employment than their 
counterparts without disabilities

  2013 NSF data shows 6.5% of employed 
Scientists & Engineers have a disability
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Why Soft Skills?

  Growing awareness and evidence for soft 
skills as key to success in the workplace
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Our program
  Students recruited from spring to fall (STEM 

majors, seniors, with a disability)

  Beginning in fall, students participate for 1 
year in the program learning about soft 
skills

  Participants supplied iPad to use for the year

  Participants who complete program keep iPad

  Three stages in the program:

  Curricular intervention

  mentoring

  work-based learning
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Four f2f meetings

  Meeting 1: Introduction

  Meeting 2: Discuss Work & Personality

  Meeting 3: Discuss Social Media

  Meeting 4: Meet with industry mentors
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Communications
  iPads for every student

  Dropbox, LinkedIn, Facebook

  Add to Private Facebook Group (Need to 
protect identities of student participants)

  Much communication via facebook

  Easier across two campuses

  Students comfortable with FB
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Curricular intervention

  Module 1: Personal Awareness (Online)

  Module 2: Work & Personality (Hybrid)

  Module 3: Critical Thinking (Online)

  Module 4: Use of Social Media (Hybrid)

  Module 5: Job Seeking Skills (Online)
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Personal awareness

  Self Confidence

  Self Esteem

  Self Efficacy

  Perception affecting outcomes
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Work & Personality

  The “Lunch break” test

  Myers-Briggs and connecting to work

Wordle activity on 10-15 self descriptors

  Emotional Intelligence
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Critical thinking

  Problem solving steps

  Creative problem solving/Thinking outside 
the box

  Prioritizing tasks

  Task order/multiple solutions
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Social Networking
  Social Media’s prevalence

  Good uses of social media (you can still be 
on Facebook!)

  Professional profile picture

  Get LinkedIn

  Scrubbing your online presence
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Job search skills

  Resume cleanup

  Mock interviewing

  Networking (in person & online)

  professional appearance
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Work-based Learning

  twenty to forty hours at a location 
relevant to student

  supervisor completes survey afterwards to 
determine student’s soft skill levels



Mentorship

  Students assigned industry mentor for 
several months conversation, mostly 
online

  One in-person meeting with all students 
and mentors
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So that was the Plan…

  How did it work out? 

  Or rather, how many ways did it NOT work 
out?



  Grant Fail BINGO!

  Come up with ways that this grant or any 
grant could go wrong

   “Pseudoreplication and the Design of 
Ecological Field Experiments” Stuart H. 
Hurlbert. 1984. Ecological Monographs, Vol. 
54(2). Quotes from p. 192:

  “Demonic and nondemonic intrusion. -If you worked in 
areas inhabited by demons you would be in trouble 
regardless of the perfection of your experimental 
designs…By nondemonic intrusion is meant the 
impingement of chance events on an experiment in 
progress. This sort of intrusion occurs in all 
experimental work, adding to the ‘noise’ in the data.”  



Year One  Some recruitment issues: predicted 
population of over 100, hoped to recruit 32 
for control group, 32 for treatment (Over 
two cohorts)

  ended up with 16 participants after months 
of recruiting and extending to UW-RF

  PI J (Curriculum specialist) leaves project

  Curricular modules work well; students 
not doing homework activities

  Mentoring works well



Year One
  Annual report time! NSF switching to 

research.gov; need to learn new system

  No project evaluation; external evaluator 
assigned by NSF; no evaluation received

  IRB renewal needed; informed three days 
prior; renewal approved!

  NSF RDE Program Director leaves; new PD

  First annual report rejected; need more 
information



Year Two  Mentoring ends; mentors enjoyed the work

  Work-based Learning delayed

  Start work on project website with student 
worker

  Recruiting for cohort two and control group; 
fewer than 5 eligible people at stout are 
interested

  Need to formally remove our original evaluator 
from grant; NSF says Stout does it; Stout says 
NSF does it; takes more than a month



Year Two
  Rejected annual report is now “Overdue”; 

regular emails from NSF to get it in; still 
no data from external evaluator and no 
feedback from NSF about it

  New consultant for work-based learning 
placement unable to place students

  Revised annual report submitted May 28; 
rejected again June 30; another “Overdue” 
email; resubmitted July 29

  NSF asking what’s up with removing PI J



Year Two
  Still Recruiting but no luck

  Try to recruit grad student to do data 
analysis; no luck

  UW-RF refuses to let us recruit without IRB 
approval by their IRB

  October 2: “Annual Report #2 NOW DUE!”

  October: IRB annual renewal overdue by 
three months; warned out of compliance

  J/K! It wasn’t our fault. No problem



Year Two
  NSF Program Director leaves; new PD

  To Pay Mentors, need W-9s from everyone; 
takes two months

  Government shutdown!

  Final meeting with Cohort one; but grads 
often unavailable; of 15 only 8 attend

  Primary PI M leaves project; retires from 
stout



Year Three! It’s 
almost over, right?
  Annual report OVERDUE! �

Submit one day late; requires photographs 
but have none because participants need 
privacy

  Continue recruiting electronically

  Add new PI to replace original PI (Stout’s 
job? NSF’s job?) NSF refuses to allow new 
PI; have to add as senior personnel

  New Senior personnel breaks arm



Year Three
  Hire new student to create website

  Still not enough participants to run a 
second cohort

  Request six month extension from NSF

  NSF tells us no, indefinite extension until 
we get the promised # of participants

  Grant-housing department budget manager 
retires; new person takes over



Year Three
  Set up D2L course for Cohort 2, 

participants from across UW-System

  Email:

  All STEM Deans in System

  All Disability offices in System

  Start Cohort 2 intervention with 8 students



Year Three

  Have to give iPads to all cohort 2 students; 
PI K drives to madison, milwaukee, 
Platteville, and Stevens Point

  Get email from Person in PA asking about 
project (WOW!)

  Test Run of D2L Collaborate: Fail



  Cohort 2 going…OK? Students not doing 
homework/activities or submitting documents

  Have ~successful D2L Collaborate meeting with 
four of the eight participants. Only Video that 
works is mine.

research.Gov now uses new RDEWeb: “It 
recently came to our attention that we did not 
have your correct e-mail address in the system, 
and we apologize for the delay in sending you 
the login instructions below.”

  Email from Tasmania about project!

Year Three



Year…Four?
  “Annual report is now OVERDUE!” Jan 1st

  Set up mentors for Cohort 2

  Emails from RDEWeb: You haven’t logged in 
or put any data into the system!

  After Many Emails, Humans from RDEWeb 
call us

  RDEWeb: 1 week to deadline! 1 week to 
deadline!

  NSF: Annual report is OVERDUE!



Year Four
  Submit Annual Report Feb 12

  Two Participants are AWOL; Three Mentors 
say they have never been contacted by their 
student

  Try to update Website: Student Worker 
doesn’t know master password; no one knows 
master password

  PI K’s husband has master password; sets me 
up with account

  I learn WordPress



Year Four
  Recruit for GA for Data Analysis; never get 

one

  Start recruiting for Control Group

  Person at Stout sees recruitment info, 
checks website, sees no IRB information, 
tells IRB

  IRB checks: we are out of compliance AGAIN. 
No recruitment can happen.



Year Four

  Mar 7: NSF rejects annual report, seven 
major issues including no evaluation report

  Never heard from NSF-assigned evaluator

  Mar 16: One-year extension formally 
approved; But no money for salary anymore

  Mar 17: Annual report is now OVERDUE!



Year Four
  Need to pay mentors but no W-9 forms

  Need to pay control group $50. Can’t send 
checks. Try Amazon gift cards. No one knows 
what to do.

  Get back into IRB compliance!

  Divide up Three groups of students: one for 
each PI. Try to contact all to get survey 
data (our only real data).



Year Four

  Need to have students sign a form for 
formal transfer of iPad ownership; How to 
get these done?

  Need W-9 information from control group in 
order to pay them; how to get these done?

  Create surveys for control group, 
treatment group, Employers of both, and 
mentors



Year Four
  Mentor survey was not in original IRB 

proposal; need to submit amendment 
request; approved!

  one PI travels to Point, madison, platteville 
to get signatures

  Put surveys into Qualtrics and create email 
groups

  Apr 9: Annual Report is OVERDUE!



Year Four
  Other school asks Stout IRB if project is 

approved; Need to include IRB on EVERYTHING.

  Apr 22: Annual Report (revised) is submitted!

  Start collecting data from Control Group 
(N=9) and Treatment Group (N=19). Students 
are asked to give name of employer who can fill 
out survey.

  One student refuses to give employer name; 
claims she didn’t know she would need to do 
that. We check: Original Research Agreement 
sheet doesn’t mention it. 



Year Four

  Collect data from mentors (8 of 18 respond)

  Annual Report Rejected again. New 
information needed.

  Request meeting with research services; 
delayed and hindered

  Amazon Gift Card idea won’t work; but we 
can do $50 check



Year Four

  May 7: Annual Report is OVERDUE! (BTW: 
These emails are still going to the two PIs 
who left the grant.)

  No, we can’t give $50 checks

  IRB info and NSF disclaimer added to every 
webpage and document

  May 27: Annual Report submitted!



Year Four
  May 30: Annual Report REJECTED!

  One minor change needed

  June 3: We CAN pay people $50 without SSN!

  June 4: Annual Report OVERDUE!

  RDEWeb: you don’t have a photo release 
form!

  June 10: Annual Report SUBMITTED!

HOW do we pay participants $50?



Year Four  Participants are actually completing the 
surveys!

  Still recruiting control group

  RDEWeb: you can see your grant report!

  Research Services director retires

  PI K resigns from stout—leaves academia; 
contract runs through August 2

  Meet with new director of research services; 
no one knows what final NSF report looks 
like



Year Four
  Continue getting Treatment participants to 

complete survey

  Contact employers to ask them to complete 
survey

  PI K leaves for the Ukraine—working in area 
with VERY low connectivity

  Department in control of grant says that we 
need W-9s from students or department has 
to pay for all iPads; no one knows where 
W-9s or other paperwork from PI K are



Year Four

  Close out all surveys; final tally:

  Mentors (8 of 18)

  Treatment group (21 of 25)

  Control group (9 of 9)

  Employers (9 of 25 and 2 of 9)



Year Four
  Stout needs W-9s for all participants; 

electronic won’t work; need to print out all 
W-9s

  Still missing large folder of information 
from PI K—communication from Ukraine 
difficult

  Nov 11: RDEWeb email “Thank you for 
participating; you don’t need to do anything 
more”

  Without W-9s and other paperwork, dept has 
to pay for everything!



Year…Five?
  Jan 1: Final Report NOW DUE!

  Jan 1: Project Outcomes NOW DUE!

  Jan 22: Senior Personnel D tries to log in; 
never was actually entered into grant via 
fastlane

  PI K Cannot be contacted in Ukraine; no 
contact for two months

  Jan 28: Do NOT have to get post-hoc 
agreement to computer paperwork from 
participants



Year Five
  Jan 30: Final Report NOW DUE!

  Meet with Research Services Director about 
how to close this up

  Contact with Ukrainian PI!

  Ask original PI M about old files; his 
computer was wiped when he retired

  Do data analysis on tiny amount of data

  Mar 11: Final report SUBMITTED!



Year Five

  Apr 7: PI K in Ukraine receives hundreds of 
unsent back emails from Stout Server

  May 23: Still haven’t heard if final report 
is accepted

  These are only the problems I can share in 
public

  So what did we learn?



Results
  Students in treatment group underrated 

their soft skills as compared to their 
employer’s rating

  Treatment group more confident in social 
media skills and job readiness skills than 
control group

  Treatment group had higher rate of 
employment than control group (24% 
unemployed vs 33% unemployed)



Results

  Recruiting students with disabilities is 
EXTREMELY difficult; other grants having 
problem too

  Students wary of having their disability 
status shared with others



Results

  I will NEVER EVER EVER participate in an 
NSF grant again

  I will inform others about the things that 
can go wrong



Next Steps

  Bonfire! Burn all copies of our proposal

  Share our story

  Try to write up an article or two with 
process/results



  Thank you!


